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To aZZ whom it may concern.

10. The lever 9 is moved by crank_pin 12,
Be it known that I, EDWARD H. KRUGER, working in a slot in the lever, said crank-pin
residing at Elizabeth City, in the county of moving with its wheel 13, driven ‘by a train
Pasquotank and State of North Oarolina,have of gearing well‘ known in ‘this art. The pit 55

invented ‘certain new andnseful Improve, man 10 can be connected to lever 9 at dilfer
ments in Shingle-Sawing Machines, of which ent points near the upper end of said lever,‘
the following is a speci?cation, reference be as by hooking into one .of several holes, so
ing had therein to the accompanying draw that thegsweep of a longer or shorter leverage
ings,
.
will give a longer or shorter travel to the car
IO
This invention relates to machines for saw riage, or the pitman may be disconnected, in‘
ing shingles.
‘
y ‘
which case the carriage may be moved back
The object of the invention is to produce a and forth by hand in‘the tracks or Ways. In‘
machine in which a shingle block or bolt may its movement a'wayfrom the saw the carriage
be fed lengthwise to a horizontal saw from a‘ ora projection 17 on the carriage strikes a 65
.
tilt-table ; also, toimprovc the construction of pivoted lever 20 at the end of the frame. This
the tilt-table and the carriage‘ and connec lever 20 carries near its lower end a pawl 21,
tions of a machine of this class.
which , pawl engages a ratchet-wheel 22 on
There is an advantage in sawing shingles shaft 23,which shaft also carries a cam-plate 70
as nearly lengthwise of the grain of the wood 24, on which cam-plate the tilt-bar 30 of the
20 as possible, both in the ease of sawing and
tilt-table'is supported.
'
in the quality of the product. There is also . The rotating cam or plate 24 has alternate
advantage in sawing (with a horizontal saw). elevations , and depressions. The tilt-table
the shingle from the lower face of the block shown is a mere skeleton construction con
by moving the block from a tilt-table, inas sisting of“ a rigid frame 33, resting on a ?xed 75
25 much as the downward feed of the block can fulcrum-bar 32, which fulcrum-bar is sup
be effected by gravity, and as the position of portedin suitable hangers from the frame.
the tilt-table determines the thickness‘of the The tilt-bar 30 is an extension of the heavier
shingle shingles sawed from a tilt-table are end of frame 33 and rests by an anti'friction
as a rule more even in thickness than such device 35 on the rotating cam 24, so that the
.30 as are sawed by a machine in which the shin step-by-step rotation ‘of said cam alternately
gles are gaged by a feed sidewise instead of lifts or drops the end of tilt-bar 30, thus alter
downward.

-

a

‘

nately lowering and raising the end of frame

.

I secure many of the advantages of the best 33, to which the tilt-bar is attached.

known shingle production by the simple ma-,
v35 chine about to be described.

vFigure l is a side elevation showing all the
essential parts of the machine in parts broken
and partly in dotted lines; Fig. 2, a plan of
the machine. Fig. 3 is aperspective view of
40 the tilt-table. Fig. 4 is a cross-section of the

The cam 24 can be made with any conven»

85

ient number of elevations and depressions,

‘and the pawl-and-ratchet mechanism should‘

shift this cam ,so as normally to change or
tilt the table with each return of the carriage.
The dogging mechanism is operated in any
usual way to drop the bolt or block 13 onto
carriage; Fig. 5, a perspective view of the the tilt-table at each‘ return of the carriage
movable dog-bar, and Fig. 6 a detail section to itsposition. away from the saw, as is com
of the'block 43 and connections.

a

'

The frame 1 is of usual rectangular form
45 and may be of wood or metal.

The saw 2 is

mon in this art.

,,

,

Theblock-supporting bars 40 '41 ‘of, the tilt
table are directly under the position of block

supported on arvertical arbor 3, which arbor 13 in the carriage when ‘the carriage‘ is run

runs in any usual bearing and is driven by. ‘ back ‘from the saw, and the undogging of the
suitable means, as by a belt 5,-running over. block permits it to drop on these bars,which
pulley 6.

.50

.

‘

The carriage 7 runs in or between tracks 8

and may be propelled by means of a driving

are parallel with frame 33, and the block is

dogged in that position. The effect of ‘the’

bars is the same as if the bars were connected

lever 9, connected to the carriage by pitman by a plane surface. I-Ience such‘ a device is

95
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grooves f, which grooves embrace ?anges i
on the carriage. The head-block may thus
It will readily be understood by people‘ be moved along in the carriage'to adapt the 70
skilled in the art that when bar 40, which is machine for sawing blocks or bolts of differ
next the saw, is in depressed position and ent lengths. When moved, the'head-blook
bar 41 is raised the end of the block next the can be fastened to the carriage by pins in
usually known in the art as a “tilt-table,”

whether it has a table-surface or not.

v saw will form the shingle-butt and the end
10

holes is or in other suitable :manner.

As '

farthest from the saw will form the shingle shingles are sawed from bolts of standard 75
point when sawed in the usual way and that lengths, varying two or four inches, it will
the tilt-table will not interfere with the for only be occasionally that the head need be

ward movement of the carriage 7, which sup adjusted; as from twenty-inch to twenty-four
ports the block; but when the position of the inch shingle-bolts.
It is sometimes desirable to out two butts
bars is reversed, as indicated in Fig. 1, the
bar 40 projects so high that if it did not yield ,or two, points in succession from the same
it would interfere with the forward move end of the shingle-bolt. This may be readily
ment of the carriage. To overcome this diffi effected by disengaging pawl 21 from ratchet
culty, I support the bars 40 and 41 on rods, 22 by hand as the machine approaches the
links, or uprights 42 42, which rods pass shifting position, vthe position of the operator 85
through holes in blocks 43, the blocks 43 being convenient for such manipulation. _
being pivoted on horizontal pivots at the
In place of bars 40 and 41 extending en
corners of the frame 33. The upright rods tirely across the tilt-frame the central part 0“
42 are preferably-screw-threaded and pass. of such bars may be journaled or pivoted
loosely through blocks 48, nuts above and rollers, which will permitan easier movement
below said blocks'43 serving to adjust the of the shingle-block and prevent binding.
In place of lever 20 being operated by the
25 ‘height of the bars 40,41 above frame 33,‘
thereby determining the thickness of the carriage it may be located below the carriage ‘
shingle. The blocks 43 being pivoted permit and operated by a cam, as indicated in dotted
the rocking of uprights 42 out. of perpendic lines, Fig. 1.
ular, thus lowering the top bars or working
I do not con?ne myself to precise construc
surface of the tilt-table, so that the butt of tions, but believe my invention to be as
the shingle can pass over bar 40.

‘

The bars 42 are braced by a light frame a,

broad as my claims.
What I claim is—

.

so asto maintain their relative position. The
1. In a shingle-sawin g machine,ahorizontal I00
feed of the carriage serves to depress bar 40 saw, a traveling carriage moving in horizontal
35 by moving the shingle-bolt against it when ways toward and from the saw, means for
ever the movement would otherwise be ob grasping a block in said carriage at the ends
structed by said bar.
and in the line of movement of the carriage
A cord, chain, or strap 44 is connected to toward and away from said saw, and a tilt ,105
table having a block-supporting surface con
nected to the uprights 42, and passes over structed to yield independently of the tilting
pulley 45 on the frame, and so to weight W. movement, all combined substantially as de
This draw-weight l/V serves to raise the up scribed.
.
rights after they have been depressed by the
2. In a shin gle-sawing machine,a horizontal I10
vforward movement of the carriage and shin saw, a reciprocating block-carriage having
45 gle-block. The operation of such a draw holding-dogs at the end of the carriage to
weight is common and well understood.
ward the center of the saw and at the oppo
Preferably the weight IV pulls the uprights site end thereof, and a tiltingtable under such
a little beyond the perpendicular, as in Fig. carriage, having a block -support pivoted 115
frame a, or in any other suitable way con

1. A set-screw b, passing through a projec

thereto, and in position to swing toward the

tion from the f ulcrum-bar 32, serves as a stop saw to permit the passage of a shingle. pro
against which an abutment c on the frame a . jecting below the normal plane of the block
rests to prevent Weight W from drawing the support, all combined substantially as de

uprights too far. The slight incline of the
uprights in opposite direction from that in

scribed.

'

55 which they yield as the carriage moves to

3. In a shingle-sawin g machine, a horizon
tal saw, a horizontally-reciprocating block

ward the saw gives solidity to the table-sur
face when the shingle-bolt drops on it.
The automatic dogging mechanism is indi
cated at d and may be of any usual construc

bolt or block therein, a tilt-table under the

I20

carriage and means for holding the shingle

retracted position of said carriage, and a 125
block-support carried by links pivotally con
tion. As the saw has a tendency to press nected to the tilt-table, and movable out of
the shingle bolt or block back against the perpendicular position, to permit a depres
forward push of the carriage, it is quite easy sion of the block-support independently of
to hold a block in a carriage of this kind, the the tilting movement, all combined substan
thrust of the block being toward the dogs in tially as described.
4. In a shingle-sawing machine, the tilt ta
65 head-block e.
Head-block e is a movable cross-piece on ble or frame, a block-support connected to

the carriage, said cross-piece having end said table by pivoted links which may swing
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under the forward movement of the block to the block-supports carried by said links and
depress such support, and means for restor depressed by swinging the links to a normal

ing the block-support to normal position, all position slightly inclined away from the saw,
combined.

"

and means for supporting the links in such

5. In a‘ shingle-sawing machine, the tilt position, all combined substantially as de
frame or table, the block-supports connected
scribed.

to said frame so as to swing toward the saw

‘

'

9/ Ina shingle-sawing machine, the hori

independently of the tilting movement of the zontal saw, the reciprocating carriage, the

10

frame, and a ‘weight and connections act tilt-table having its vertically rising and fall
ing to restore said block-supports to normal ing ends in the direction of movement of the ‘
position, all combined substantially as de carriage toward and away from said saw,

scribed.

swinging links connected to said table, (hear

to in position to swing outot' the perpendicu

carriage, and means for adjusting the block- ,

6. In ashingle~sawing machine, thepivoted ing, the block-supports) imposition to yield 45
tilt-frame,the links pivotally connected there
‘ lar, toward the saw, to depress the block

by swinging the direction of the travel of‘ the

supports vertically, all combined substan

supports carried by said links, and a stop tially as described.
r
serving to limit the swing of the links, all
10. In a shingle-sawing machine, the hori 5°,
combined substantially as described.
zontal saw, the horizontally- reciprocating
20
7. In a shingle-sawing machine, the tilt carriage, the tilt-table, the block-support car,
frame and means for tilting it, the block-sup ried by said table and yielding under the for
ports connected to said frame by pivoted ward movement of a shingle-butt independ¢
links constructed to yield by swinging toward ently of the tilting movement, and an anti
the saw to depress the block-supports inde friction device carried by said block-support, 55
25 pendently of the tilting movement, a draw all combined substantially as described;
weight connected to said links, and an ad
In testimony whereof I al?x my signature . >
justable stop to limit the movement of the in presence of two witnesses.

draw-weight, all combined.
8. In a shingle-sawingmachine ofthe char

30 acter described, the saw and carriage, the

tilt-frame having links pivotally connected
'theretoin position to swing toward the saw,

‘

'EDWARD H. KRUGER.
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